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Abstract. The aim of this article "Cyber Attack targets" is
to analyse cyber-attacks in the way of risks concerned
information technologies and network. Nowadays we have
a possibility to use IT and network for our own utilization
and of course we make use of that, but unfortunately we
have to face to attackers who want to use information
which are not dedicated to them. These attackers are
called cyber attackers. What kinds of targets are attackers
interested in, what cyber-attack is and how we can secure
our assets? These are questions that this article tries to
find.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays, more than ever before, we have to
consider the slogan “information is worth of gold”, no
organization exist that does not pose some important
information (no matter if commercial entity or state
administration). Remarkable increase of utilization of both
IT assets and software in current world leads, on one hand,
to establishing the information community, acceleration of
communication and extensive development of services.
However, the dependency of the community on IT grows
up because of this as well. With this growing dependency
on IT a risk of misusing these technologies also increases,
what can result to considerable damages.
A general trend in this area worldwide is to develop a
quality protection of the IT systems against the attack that
could result to their malfunctions. Attacks targeted against
IT installations are a worldwide phenomenon and their
impact result to extensive economic damages in both
public and private sectors, in the national as well as global
scale. In the case when the attack is aimed against the
elements of critical infrastructure the security even the
very existence of a particular country might be
endangered.

Attacks against IT are gradually becoming more
sophisticated and more complex. Assuring the cyber
security in the individual countries is one of the key
challenges of contemporary era. The infinity and ubiquity
of cyber threats require the extensive international cooperation but also common effort when assuring the cyber
security of the individual countries. The area of cyber
security has been and will be one from decisive aspects of
the security environment in advanced countries. Growing
part of the economic activities is being shifted to the area
of internet – the cyberspace. By establishing the social
networks the most known cyberspace – the internet –
becomes a substantial societal phenomenon, by what the
community can be influenced significantly both positive as
well as negative way.
Robert Mueller, the FBI Director, stated at the
conference on security in San Francisco in the spring 2012
the following: „We are losing data, money, ideas and
innovations. Together we have to find the way how to stop
it… I am convinced that only two kinds of companies exist
in this respect: those the hackers have already attacked and
other that will be attacked. And these two groups are
merging together very fast. I am worried that in a near
future only such companies will exist whose systems have
been attacked by hackers already and others whose systems
will be attacked by hackers again.“

2. What is a cyber attack?
The cyber attack is an action when the aim of
attacker is to gain the information, and/or influence
negatively or even take over the control over the elements
of infrastructure of the cyber space systems. The
fundamental in the protection of cyber systems, in my
opinion, is the to keep surveillance over the elements of
infrastructure of cyberspace systems, management of
security incidents, conducting regular audits, assessment
of vulnerability of cyberspace systems or conducting the
penetration tests.
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The subject of cyber-security is a necessity of
providing the security in the cyber-space as well as
protection of data against theft, being destroyed or misused
by criminal hackers (private as well as those from
government administration), and high priority is also
assigned to protection of individuals whose personal data
are concerned.
These
attacks:




cases are among the most known cyberEstonia, 2007
Georgia, 2008
Stuxnet 2010 (Íran + SCADA industrial
systems) - (Supervisory Control And Data
Acquisition)

Organized crime in the cyber-space generates
currently bigger profit with lower risk that the hacker will
be tracked and brought to the court. According to Leon
Panetta, the US Secretary of Justice, ministries and
government agencies have to face hundreds or even
thousands of hacker attacks every day. The security of the
USA is endangered by hackers sponsored by money from
other countries. They are oriented to international
companies that are frequently not willing to cooperate with
FBI in case of being attacked by cyber-criminals (they are
worried from long-time and demanding investigations).
According to the statistics elaborated by the Eset
antivirus company in March 2012, a Scrlnject.B harmful
code has been circulating on the internet since, being the
most serious threat on the internet, taking almost six per
cent share, that appears on the fraud and attacked web
sites and automatically downloads other viruses to the
computer after visiting the website.

3. Anticipated targets of cyber attacks
Cyber attackers have focused to politically motivated
attacks, demonstrations of cyber-wars and since this year
even to high-precision aimed attacks against the
companies acting in a certain branch. This result from the
newest prognosis of the McAfee Company concerning the
computer threats in this year (2012 Threat Prediction). It
is anticipated that the trends and growing numbers of
types of attacks from the last year will be going on, and
will become dominant this year.
The main targets of cyber attackers will be testing the
capabilities of these attacks. Until now, the governments of
advanced countries have protected their government
administration and military networks first of all. However,
they should become aware of the extent of damages that
can occur as a result of actions against another parts of the
critical infrastructure, namely against the power
distribution networks and banking systems. This is about
the types of attacks causing problems and subsequent

damages in daily lives of all users – state administration,
legal entities as well as individuals – the population.

Among the main risks linked to the inactivity when
providing the cyber-security we can expect the increase of
cyber attacks, significant material loses, endangering the
national critical infrastructure, and, last but not the least,
failing to meet international commitments including the
commitments resulting from the investments protection
treaties. Attacks aimed against the power distribution
networks have to be taken very seriously. These are the
systems crucial to many people for their daily lives.
Load of email communication caused by so called
“legal spams” is expected to increase. Although the
frequency of spams is going down thanks to improved
protection of email accounts, nevertheless, this space is
gradually taken over by so called advertisers who will
massively utilize the lists of addresses whose users gave
(intentionally and by mistake) their consents for receiving
such emails (by strong cooperation of hackers, of course).
Occurrence of attacks against mobile banking
systems will increase this year significantly as well.
Hackers will also more focus to built-in systems (those in
vehicles, medical installations, GPS) and to virtual money,
thus the on-line wallets, credit cards and internet trades.
These transactions and access to the respective accounts
are not protected enough and it could be more profitable
for attackers to seize the virtual money that can be more
easily exchanged for real money or goods later on.
Utilization of falsified digital certificates will belong
to another trend of this year. More attacks will be linked to
political activities. These attacks will be aimed against
politicians, courts, police components, but also against top
managers more than before. First demonstrative actions
from the area of cyber wars can be expected. As an
example, we can mention the attacks against the Czech
Parliament parties. On Saturday 28 April 2012 shortly
before 11 am the Anonymous association activists
achieved to block the internet websites of the Czech
Parliament parties (TOP 09, ODS, ČSSD a KSČM). The
internet websites of these parties were not accessible at all
at that time.
Another cyber attack against political party occurred
shortly after. A list of the ODS party members appeared
repeatedly on the internet on April 2012 that included
their sensitive personal data - personal numbers, numbers
of their mobile phones, email addresses, data on their
membership, login data and passwords. Anonymous and
#TrollSec Associations admitted responsibility for these
data leakages. They were allegedly motivated for this
attack by a lack of interest of politicians in the opinion of
the Czech citizens. The ODS party website was targeted by
hacker attack even before, in February 2012. The hackers
distributed the list to media editorials and attached the
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appeal to Czech politicians to deny the ACTA – an
international Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement. That
list included almost 30.000 names of the ODS party
politicians with their functions in the party, residence
addresses as well as email contacts.

4. Cyber attack scenario
If we start to talk about the cyber attack targets, most
people think that they are not concerned by it, rather, that
it is a government administration issue, respectively, an
issue for institutions involved in the national defence or
national security. Such way of thinking, however, pose a
serious security risk in the area of the cyber threats.
Cyber attack, in general, has to be hidden, or kept
under cover until the last moment at least. The real target
must not become apparent until the sufficient conditions to
attack it effectively are not created. Here we can obviously
see a parallel to common military tactics, and a hacker,
even he/she is to conduct the attack by other weapons, is
the same fighter as the soldiers in the field in this sense.
Fighting principles are then similar to those of
conventional war. Therefore, for future conflicts we have
to be prepared to situations like beyond the classical war
conflict we will also have to face the attacks against
critical communication and information elements of a
given country. As an example we can name the attacks of
the Anonymous hackers group that attacked hundreds of
the Chinese official websites early in April 2012. They
achieved to change contents of these sites. Hackers
attacked them as a protest against the censorship of
internet enforced by Beijing officials.
Within the cyber combat we will encounter attacks
aimed to e-government, i.e. against applications linking
the government ministries with the population of a given
country. These attacks will be masked and will come via
home PCs of common private users in a particular country
attacked. It is expected that all the applications of
ministries will be attacked and put inoperative; also
penetration to the steering information systems of
ministries will also occur. Other group of professional
hackers is to conduct attacks using tactic of parallel attack
aimed to all banks in the country, including the national
bank. This will result to the total collapse of trading and
blocking the nationwide banking systems; another stage is
expected to encompass the continuing extensive cyber
attack against crucial ministries and medical care systems
aimed to the effort to eliminate their information systems
completely (police database systems, tactical and
information systems, medical care, etc.). Partial
elimination of the information role of the state cyberspace
is also expected to occur as well as the energy sources
shutdowns (e.g. by imitation of nuclear power station
accident, remote take over of administration, etc.).
Disruption the integrated rescue system will result to
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general panic together with elimination of the general
mass media.
Another task of cyber warriors is anticipated to be to
inflict the last crushing attack to the national
communication system (mobile phone operators, internet
services providers, etc.) and against the crucial points of
the existing networks. This will result to interruption of
communication, security and support role of the national
administration cyberspace. Possible variant of the cyber
attack will be just the simple disruption of the national
monetary and financial system together with
disinformation campaign.
South Korea declared a state of alert in cyberspace in
March 2011. Websites of 40 government and other
institutions were attacked by hackers. This was announced
by the Korean Communication Commission (KCC).
According to the KCC spokesperson, it was the DDoS type
attack (Distributed Denial of Service), when an oversizing
quantity of requests are sent to targeted servers that can
not be handled by the pc systems because of their designed
capabilities, and as a result of this they deny access.
Beyond of others, among targeted websites were those of
the Office of the President, ministries of foreign affairs
and defence, United Korean Intelligence Services, US
forces in Korea and the Tax Office. Hackers also attacked
the internet websites of seven large banks. The KCC has
not specified the relevance of these attacks; just stated that
the government was cooperating closely with internet
security agencies to resolve the problem. The internet
users were called to download the antivirus software.
South Korea and the USA were facing massive attacks
against tens of websites including the website of the State
Department, White House and the Pentagon in July 2009
already. South Korean intelligence accused the communist
North Korea from these attacks at that time.

5. Cyberspace protection tasks
To provide the cyber security and to assure the
respective rights for information self-determination via
access to working services of the information community,
it is necessary to process the information on the occurrence
of the cyber security issues from as big number of
resources as possible. For the same reason it is necessary
to coordinate the protective measures. Services of the
information community are characterized by their
networking capabilities and even a very small element of
the network can influence remarkably its elements, no
matter if being close or on the geographical distance.
According to Veselý (2012) these are the following tasks:
 Coordination of countermeasures for IT security
incidents in the critical infrastructure.
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 Gathering the information on serious security
incidents.
 Coordination of filling the security gaps in the
critical computer systems.
 Resolutions of information-security incidents in
cooperation with owners and operators of impacted
parts, telecommunication operators, internet
services providers and government administration
components.
 Generation and distribution of skills on selected
areas of information and cyber security among
public.
 Cooperation with foreign organizations and
presentation of the Czech Republic in the field of
information security at international level.
 Generation of capabilities to defend against cyber
attacks.
 Achieving international consensus on the standards
of behaviour in the cyberspace.
 Reduction of vulnerability of government systems
and critical infrastructure elements.
 Support of education of professionals in the area of
the cyber security.
 Increasing the enforceability of law in the area of
cyber security.
 Improving prevention and build-up of general
awareness.
 Improving the awareness in private sector.
 Generate the administration professionals in the
area of IT security systems.
 Understanding the tactics of attackers, their
techniques and procedures enabling conversion the
protective measures to suitable forms.
 Be ready to prevent the attack or to respond as fast
as possible in case of being compromised.
 Prioritize the prevention, but maintain focus also to
detection and suitable response to attack.
 Have an emergency plan of actions to be taken in
case of becoming a victim of a cyber attack.
 Keep assured that the suppliers in the area of critical
infrastructures are not compromised and pose
sufficient backup measures in case if their systems
are disrupted.
 National critical infrastructure must not be internetdependant fully, but has to be capable of operation
in case when a cyber security crisis occurs.
The US Congress House of Representatives approved
an Act on cyber security in April 2012 that enables the
government and private sectors to cooperate when
resolving the protection against hackers. By this new Act
the US security components are empowered to share the
confidential information on internet threats to private
companies that can then better protect their networks
against the attacks of hackers. This cooperation should

work vice versa as well, what causes worries of those who
struggle for protection of personal data. They anticipate
that the security components will be enabled to gather
large volumes of sensitive date on non-government entities
what is otherwise restricted by the US law.

6. Conclusion
Cyber attacks will soon become bigger threat than
terrorism. Public as well as private sectors are seeking to
protect their critical networks against one from the biggest
threats of the 21st. Century, the cyber attacks. And just the
western countries have been spending gradually more
money on education their populations in the area of the
cyber attacks protection during last two years.
According to security experts the Anonymous
movement hackers attacks are just the first indications of
what we can expect. Similar ideological will occur more
frequently in a near future. So called “hacktivism” or
activity of hackers in the on-line world, will concern
gradually bigger numbers of companies as well as
government organizations.
Cyber-criminals, as well as the advertising agencies
are currently very capable to utilise the current trends and
events. They know what is currently “in” and misuse this
information to internet frauds. Very often they utilize the
method of social engineering, a current phenomenon
among the computer threats.
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